Wakü Ladders to European Standard EN131
The All-In-One Wakü Telescopic Ladder is an extremely versatile ladder
system featuring telescopic side rails, strong multiple disc aluminium hinges
and high quality steel bolts.
Available in four model sizes the Waku Ladder is manufactured to European
Standard DIN EN131 and is a professional quality ladder recognised for it's
quality, strength and versatility.
Featuring strong rubber feet, square non-slip rungs, automatic spring loaded
locking devices, strong steel hinging system and wide legs at the base and
the top this ladder is extremely stable and safe to use. An additional
highlight of this ladder is it's compact size - it folds down to one quarter of it's
overall length and can be easily carried and stored by one person.
With it's adjustable telescopic legs the Wakü ladder can replace a complete
range of different height stepladders. Securely locked by four spring bolts
the ladder height can be safely adjusted rung by rung, allowing the user to
select the optimum height for the job in hand.
Used as a staircase ladder the Wakü Ladder can be telescoped upwards so
that the height of the individual ladder sides can be independently adjusted.
This feature makes the Waku Ladder ideal for use on uneven ground such as
slopes and staircases where the wide section legs provide additional safety
and stability.
The automatic safety hinge on the Waku ladder allows the ladder to be
opened up into a
straight lean-to
extension ladder. In this
configuration the ladder
can be extended rung
by rung to almost four
times its original size
The Wakü ladder sections can also be separated
to create a pair of free-standing trestles. Please
note this trestle configuration is not intended for
heavy duty use and should only be considered
for light duty work.
The Wakü Telescopic Ladder is also available
with a number of optional accessories including
Hook-On-Platforms, Ladder Extension Legs and
Wall Stand Off Attachments.
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